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Chasing a moving target from a flying UAV
Céline Teulière, Laurent Eck, Eric Marchand

Abstract— This paper proposes a vision-based algorithm to
autonomously track and chase a moving target with a smallsize flying UAV. The challenging constraints associated with the
UAV flight led us to consider a density-based representation
of the object to track. The proposed approach to estimate the
target’s position, orientation and scale, is built on a robust colorbased tracker using a multi-part representation. This object
tracker can handle large displacements, occlusions and account
for some image noise due to partial loss of wireless video link,
thanks to the use of a particle filter. The information obtained
from the visual tracker is then used to control the position
and yaw angle of the UAV in order to chase the target. A
hierarchical control scheme is designed to achieve the tracking
task. Experiments on a quad-rotor UAV following a small
moving car are provided to validate the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
The vision-based control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) has become a very active field of research in the
last decade [21] [1] [20] [6] [11]. Vision indeed provides
a cheap, passive and rich source of information, and lowweight cameras can be embedded even on small-size flying
UAVs. Until now, most of the efforts have been concentrated
on developing vision-based control methods for autonomous
take off, landing, stabilization and navigation, in which the
visual information is usually obtained using a known model
of a target [20] or the environment [22], key images [6], or
texture points for motion estimation [21] [16] or optical flow
computation [11].
In this paper we consider the specific task of chasing a
moving object, in an unknown environment, and without any
a priori model of the object (see figure 1). The reliability of
the visual information is critical for the good realization of
the vision-based control task. For autonomously performing
such a task, one has to be able to robustly extract the
object location from images despite difficult constraints:
large displacements, occlusions, image noise, illumination
and pose changes or image blurr.
Considerable work has already been done in visual tracking to address the aforementioned challenges, starting with
designing an adequate representation for the object to be
tracked. A simple and widely used way to describe an
object is the image template, which stores luminance or color
values, and their locations [9][15]. Describing how the object
looks like pixel-wise, image templates can accurately recover
a large range of motions. However, they are very sensitive
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Fig. 1. Quad-rotor UAV tracking a small vehicle and internal view from
the embedded camera.

to some modifications in the object appearance due to pose
changes, lighting variations, blurr or occlusions.
Density-based descriptors such as color histograms represent an attractive alternative for their low computational
complexity and robustness to appearance changes [5] [19]. In
the challenging UAV application context, strong simplifying
assumptions are usually made in the vision algorithms. [2]
[24]. In [2] a color-based algorithm is used to track a fixed
target and autonomously stabilize a UAV above it. Due
to hardware limitations their proposed tracking approach
is simplified and assumes that the target is clearly visible,
without handling occlusions nor the presence of distractors
of similar color.
In this paper, our objective is to provide a full vision-based
system, using a color-based tracking method to robustly
localize a moving object through frames and control the
UAV to chase it. To our knowledge, this has never been
done while considering potential loss due to occlusions,
and estimating not only the position of the object but its
rotation and scale changes in the image, which will allow
us to control the UAV’s attitude and yaw.
We consider a quad-rotor UAV (see figure 1 and 7)
equipped with a camera attached to its airframe, pointing downward, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and
a barometer. Except for the low level embedded attitude
control, the computations are deported to a ground station.
The data are transmitted between the ground station and
the UAV through a radio transmission. Figure 2 gives an
overview of the proposed system.
• The visual tracking system aims to provide an estimate
of the relative position and in-plane rotation between the
UAV and the object. To achieve this in a robust way,
a color-based representation is chosen and the tracking
is performed in the particle filtering framework. The
tracking system is presented in section II.

The control scheme is presented in section III. Estimations of the relative position and translational velocity
between the UAV and the object, obtained by the vision
system, are used as an input to the proposed control law.
Experiments using the quad-rotor UAV are finally presented
in section IV.
•
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II. O BJECT TRACKING ALGORITHM
The robust tracking of a moving object from a flying
UAV, on long sequences, involves challenging constraints.
In particular, the vision-based system has to face: large
interframe displacements, due to both the UAV and the
target motions, partial or full occlusions of the target (see
figure 3-a and b), noisy images due to occasional erroneous
transmission (see figure 3-c), background changes (see figure
3-d). The system also requires real-time capabilities.

robustness of color histogram descriptors. In kernel-based
methods, [10] and [7] proposed a Newton-like framework
for using a set of multiple kernels. The spatial configuration
between them allows to recover high-dimensional motion
parameters. However, the search being deterministic, the
algorithm can fail in case of total occlusion, presence of
another object of similar color, or large interframe displacements.
Within another framework, [19] [17] propose to build a
particle filter using the same kind of color-based similarity
criterium to detect the translation and scale changes. The
posterior density of probability of the object location is
discretized in a set of weighted particles. The use of a probabilistic framework provides better robustness w.r.t. occlusions
or presence of similar objects. To improve tracking accuracy,
[19] [18] introduce the idea of dividing the object in several
parts and to build a multi-part likelihood function, but the
motion they estimate is limited to location and scale parameters. [13] proposed a multi-part target representation for a
better detection of scale and in-plane rotation parameters.
More recently [14] [23] proposed to combine both deterministic and bayesian approaches using different multi-part target
configurations. However, loss detection and initialisation or
reinitialisation of the trackers are not mentionned.
B. Object representation
Object state: The goal of the tracking algorithm is
to estimate the position of the object of interest through
frames. The object is represented by a rectangle of fixed
h
aspect ratio r = w
, which state is defined by its position
>
c = (x, y) , orientation ψ and area A = hw (see figure
4). The state xk of the object in frame k is then given by
xk = (xk , yk , ψk , √1A )> . This state will be used in section
k
III as an input for the UAV control law.
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Fig. 3. Examples of critical cases: full occlusion (a) and recovery (b),
transmission noise (c) and background changes.

A. Related works in color-based object tracking
Color-based object tracking has been extensively studied,
especially since the successful application of the mean shift
algorithm [5] to the tracking problem. The well-known drawback of choosing color histograms as a representation for the
object is the loss of spatial information [10], making difficult
to track more complex motions than a simple translation. In
the past few years different approaches have been proposed
to tackle this issue, the main objective being to add some
spatial information on the object to track while keeping the

Fig. 4.

Parameters of the state and rectangular representation.

Object descriptor: Given the state xk of the object
in frame k, and {li }i=0..nk the pixel locations inside the
rectangular boundaries, the color histogram is given by
q(xk ) = {qu (xk )}u=1...m , m being the number of bins in
which the color space is divided. For each bin u:
qu (xk ) =

nk
X

K(li − c)δu (b(li ))

(1)

i=1

where b(li ) is the bin corresponding to the color of the pixel
at location li , δ designates Kronecker’s function, and K is a
kernel function centered in c, weighting image locations. In
our case, K is the Epanechnikov
kernel, which we suppose
Pm
normalized so that u=1 qu = 1.

Let q∗ = {qu∗ }u=1...m denote the reference histogram, determined in the tracking initialisation step. Then, the tracking
process aims to find in each frame k, the candidate state
xk which histogram q(xk ) is the “closest” to the reference
histogram q∗ . To achieve this, a correlation criterion in the
histogram space is provided by Bhattacharyya coefficient:
ρ(xk ) = ρ(q∗ , q(xk )) =

m p
X

qu∗ qu (xk ).

(2)

u=1

A candidate state xk for the object in frame k is then
compared to the reference object using the Bhattacharyya
distance:
p
d(xk ) = d(q∗ , q(xk )) = 1 − ρ(xk ).
(3)
Multi-kernel representation: To improve the sensitivity
of the object descriptor to different motions we use a generic
multi-kernel representation. A set of identical kernels are positionned in the rectangular object.Weighting pixels locations
with those kernels thus gives them a different importance
according to their position in the object.
Formally, a state xk is associated to nh histograms
{qj (xk )}j=1..nh computed with the kernels Kj (l − cj ). The
distances dj (xk ) = d(q∗j , qj (xk )) are defined as in (3):
nh
1 X
dm (xk ) =
dj (xk )
nh j=1

(4)

C. Tracking process
For the tracking to be robust to short occlusions of the object or noise due to transmission errors between the UAV and
the ground station, we use the particle filtering framework.
The proposed tracking scheme is based on the well-known
CONDENSATION algorithm [12]. The main idea is to
represent the probability density function (p.d.f) p(xk | z1:k )
(i)
(i)
of the state xk at frame k, by a finite set {(sk , πk )}i=1..N
(i)
of N samples, or particles, sk associated with the weights
(i)
(i)
πk . Each particle sk represents a potential state for the
object and z1:k are the observations until frame k. For each
new frame, the particles first evoluate according to a given
dynamic model. Then, the likelihood of every particle is
measured in the image and a weight is derived. The output
considered is the weighted mean of the resulting set of
particles. The particle set is updated by performing a random
weighted draw among the particles. This resampling step
promotes the best particles by duplicating them, to avoid
degeneracy issues and keep a fair representation of the p.d.f.
Likelihood function: The likelihood function is derived
from the distance defined in equation (4). The spatial information is yielded by computing nh histograms in the nh
parts as in [19] [14] [23]. Formally, the likelihood of a state
xk is then defined by:
p(zk | xk ) ∝ exp(−λdm 2 (xk ))
(5)
where λ is a constant parameter tuned empirically (a typical
value is λ = 20).
For initialisation, the particles are sampled on a Gaussian
distribution around the initial known position. The particles

are propagated in the evolution step by a simple constant
velocity model. The particle filtering output considered is the
PN (i) (i)
estimator of probability expectation: E [xk ] = i=1 πk sk .
The algorithm is summarized in figure 5.
(i)

Knowing the set of N particles {sk−1 }i=1..N with equal
weights N1 at step k − 1:
• Evolution of the particles according to a constant
velocity model, giving a new set of particles:
0 (i)
{sk }i=1..N .
• Update: Using the observation zk the weight of
each predicted
according to
 particle is0 computed

PN (i)
(i)
(i)
(5). πk ∝ p zk | xk = sk
, with i=1 πk =
1.
• Resampling by performingna random weighted
o
0 (i)
(i)
draw of N particles from (sk , πk )
,
i=1..N
o
n
(i)
.
thus giving the new set: (sk , N1 )
i=1..N

Fig. 5.

Color-based tracking with particle filtering.

D. Loss detection
In case of complete occlusions or temporary image losses
(see figure 3-a and c) the distance measurement becomes
irrelevant and the resampling step of the particule filter
promotes the best particules in a wrong way. In such a
situation, it is better to rely only on the evolution model. The
tracker is considered to be lost when the minimal particle’s
distance dmin (4) is above a given threshold dlim . For
now, this threshold is tuned empirically, and refined in the
beginning of the sequence, where we assume the object is
not yet occluded, by taking dlim = 1.3dmin . However it
would benefit from an automatic adaptation for sequences
with large illumination changes.
When the object is declared to be lost, the particle filter
switches to a critical mode with no resampling step, until
one particle gets under the threshold and the filter goes back
to normal. This process allows the tracker to handle short
occlusions or peaks of noise in the images. If the filter fails
to recover, a reinitialisation procedure needs to be performed.
This is discussed in the following section.
E. Automatic initialisation and reinitialisation
The tracking algorithm presented above assumes that the
reference histograms of the object are available. They can
be computed by selecting the target in the image in the
beginning of the sequence as in [2]. Here, to avoid this
manual detection we provide the algorithm with an image
of the target in which the model is computed.
Then the algorithm is able to automatically initialise by
using a method similar to Camshift detection [4]. First,
the reference histogram is used as a look-up table to build
the image of probabilities (the ”back projection” image)
corresponding to the current image. This operation replaces
the pixel values of the input image with the value of the
corresponding bin of the histogram. Then, the resulting

image represents the probability of each pixel to belong to
the object (see figure 6). The histogram considered at this
stage is the global histogram of the whole object, without
multi-kernel division.

Fig. 6.

Example of back projection.

The detection is achieved by running several Camshift
searches from different initial windows resulting in several
candidate positions for the object. The positions are then
tested using the distance criterium (4) to determine which
one corresponds to the object of interest.
The same process is used for reinitialisation in case of
tracking failure (see section II-D). The reinitialisation can be
requested manually by an operator from the ground station
or automatically triggered when the tracking system remains
lost after a given number of iterations.
III. UAV CONTROL
The tracking system presented in the previous section
provides us with an estimate of the position, orientation and
size of the object in the image. In this section we present
the closed-loop control scheme used for the control the UAV
using those estimates as measurements.
A. UAV Modelling
The UAV is represented by a rigid-body of mass m and
of tensor of inertia I ∈ R3×3 . Let us define the frame Fc
attached to the vehicle in its centre of mass, and assume
it coincides with the camera frame (see figure 7). The
position of the centre of mass of the vehicle relative to
the world frame w pc is denoted by p. For simplicity of
notation the rotation w Rc of the body frame Fc relative to
Fw = (ex , ey , ez ) is denoted by R. We also define the frame
Fp , centered in the centre of mass like Fc , but whose axis
are parallel to those of Fw , so that p Rc = w Rc = R.

in Fc ). The control inputs to send to the vehicle are: T , a
scalar input termed thrust or heave, applied in direction zc
and Γ = [Γx Γy Γz ]> the control torques relative to the Euler
angles.
Assuming the world frame is Galilean, Newton’s equations
of motion yield the following:

ṗ = v



mv̇ = T Re + mge
z
z
(6)
Ṙ = [Ω]×



IΩ̇ = −Ω × IΩ + Γ
where g is the gravity constant.
The quad-rotor UAV is an underactuated system with 4
inputs. Its translational motion results from the rotations
(pitch and roll). In this work we assume that the system’s
attitude is already controlled onboard with a separate high
gain control loop [3]. Therefore, our control scheme acts
as a controller sending orientation commands to a low-level
controller which is responsible for robust flight.
B. Control scheme
Translational control: in our vision-based control
scheme, the translational motion is controlled using the
estimates of the location c = (x, y)> of the object in the
image plane obtained from the vision system. This location
is expressed in the camera frame, that is, if (Xc , Yc , Zc )>
denote the unknown coordinates of the object in Fc , then
c
the estimate c from the tracker corresponds to x = X
Zc and
Yc
y = Zc . As illustrated in figure 8, the displacement observed
in the image plane is partly due to the UAV attitude. Note
that it is independant of the distance Zc . We compensate
this displacement using an estimate of the rotation matrix R
computed onboard from the IMU, so that the position that
we regulate to zero is the position cp = (xp , yp )> of the
object in the projected frame Fp .

Fc

Fp

Oc

c

Image plane

cp

Image plane

T

Fig. 8. Attitude compensation: c is the position of the object that is
estimated by the visual tracking algorithm, and cp is the corresponding
position in the frame Fp where the rotation has been compensated.
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Frame definitions.

Let v (respectively Ω) be the linear (resp. angular) velocity
of the center of mass expressed in the world frame Fw (resp.

The relative position and velocity errors are defined by:
ecp = c∗p − cp
evp = vp∗ − vp

(7)
(8)

where c∗p is the desired position of the object in the image
plane. In practice for the chasing task c∗p = 0 since we want
to see the object in the center of the image. The velocity

vp is deduced from the differentiation of the position cp .
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We use a hierarchical control. The inner-loop is a PI
controller on the velocity, and the outer-loop a simple proportional control on the position:
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−60
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vp = −Kp ecp

(9)

The inner-loop on the velocity is required to ensure the
stability of the system. It acts as a damping in the UAV
control.
Yaw control: the yaw angle ψ is controlled by using a
proportional controller:
Ω∗z = −Kpψ (ψ ∗ − ψ)

(10)

where Kpψ denote the proportional gain. ψ ∗ is the desired
yaw angle, that is the desired orientation of the object in the
image plane. It is set to zero in the experiments so that the
UAV follows the rotations of the car. The yaw velocity Ωz
is controlled onboard using gyrometers measurements.
Altitude: although the vision system also provides an
estimate of the size of the object which can be taken as
a depth measurement, we found that the velocity obtained
by its differentiation was too noisy to be used directly
in the altitude control. For the experiments the altitude is
controlled onboard using the barometer measurements to
remain constant.
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This section presents the experiments conducted on the
quad-rotor (X4-flyer) (figure 1). The UAV sends the images
from its embedded camera to the ground station (PC) through
a wireless analogical link at 2.4GHz. The data is processed
on the ground station and the desired orientation and thrust
are sent back to the quad-rotor vehicle. Onboard, the exponential stability of the orientation toward the desired one is
ensured by a ’high gain’ controller (running at 166Hz in the
DSP) [8]. On the ground station, the overall system (visual
tracking and control computation) runs with a framerate of
20Hz. We tested the overall system on different sequences
with a small colored car (figure 1). In all the experiments
the RGB color space with 8 × 8 × 8 bins has been used. The
particle filter runs with 200 particles.
A. Stabilization task
We first present a stabilization task performed while the
target car was static, to validate the good behaviour of the
control scheme. Figure 9 shows the resulting position error
>
for the stabilization task: cp = (Xp /Zp Yp /Zp ) .
In this experiment the measured altitude Zp was less than
2 meters, which means that the UAV was stabilized above
the target with a maximal translation error of 10cm. Figure
9 shows that the maximum orientation error in stabilization
is 3deg.
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Chasing a moving target: In this section we describe
a longer sequence (about 10000 frames) in which the car
is moving, with some turns and several complete occlusions
(see figure 12). Figure 10 shows the trajectory of the car in
the image.
Since the car’s motion mainly occurs on the y axis, the
position error is larger on this axis (up to 30cm, which
remains very low).
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Fig. 9. Trajectory of the center of the car in the image (pixel coordinates)
and orientation error for the stabilization task.
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Fig. 10. Trajectory of the center of the car in the image (pixel coordinates)
for the chasing task.

Figure 11 illustrates the yaw angle estimation and control
with an example of turn.

Fig. 11. Example of turn: the tracking system properly estimates the
rotation and the UAV follows it to keep the object with the same orientation
in the camera frame.

When a loss is detected, the estimate position is drawn
in orange (figure 12-b). In the experiments, the occlusions
are successfully detected, and the particle filter goes on
predicting the car position with the constant velocity model,
without resampling. When the car is detected again (the
estimated position is drawn in green in the image frame),
the particle filter goes back to its normal mode. Since

Fig. 12.

Example of complete occlusion.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a full vision-based system,
using a color-based tracking method to robustly track a
moving object through frames and control a quad-rotor UAV
to chase it. A multi-part tracker provides an estimate of
the relative position and orientation between the UAV and
the target in real time. The system has been successfully
validated on a sequence with noise, full occlusions, turns and
scale changes. The loss detection and reinitialisation system
provided is efficient as long as the target remains in the field
of view.
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